Aquinas' Self-Study Program has been underway for some time. Phase 1 – the initial questioning – is now underway. Not all of the various study groups begin their intensive work of discussing, evaluating, and answering questions. These study groups are representatives of students, faculty, and administration.

Members of the Study Group on Governance are ... Father Laingallagher Co-Leader – Sister LaValley Susan Borkowski Frederick Bouwman George Cleland George E. Duff Charles Leinck Sister Mary Martens Sister Jean Milhaupt Daniel Pilon Father Louis Keilly, Treasurer Sister Mary Lois Schaffer Sister Mary Paul Tillmann Ronald Watson Student Members – Jim Fewless Pat Ryan Josephine Shea Members of Study Group on Faculty Rights and Responsibilities are ... Leaders – William Merson Larry Blotvis Sister Anabel Bollman Charles Broms Sister Wanda Enoz Lorraine Jr. Alan Hender Sister Mary Theresa indisputable. The results will be announced at the Fall meeting. Members – Peg Callaghan Michael Leopoldson Art Fluehler Joseph Greenleaf Ralph Lefie Roger Lilak Sister Jeannine Study Group on Teaching Resources and Theory are ... Leaders – Sister Mona Schwind John Bellardo Frederick Bernard Sister Helen Bolger Sister Teresa Bugala Robert Clarke Joan Crandall Sister Brendan Donovan Father Philip Handley Sister Teresita Hallab Andrew Jefchak Father Stephen Junar Lake Emerence Calenda

Little Sisters Are Coming

Aquinas men, you are soon to have overwhelming odds! Residents of Regina Hall will be opening their doors to little sisters in the second annual “Little Sisters Weekend,” sponsored by the Women’s Residence Council, Regina Hall. All residents of Regina Hall will receive all little sisters the final day of the festival, is the midnight Mass with St. Joseph Seminary will represent Aquinas in the annual Spring Music Festival. The Aquinas College Music Feats are singing in the new Wege Center. The “bus station” at 11.25 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. in the Wege Center ballroom. The address will be free to students with I.D. cards, $1.50 for adults, and open to the public.

Music Feast Set For March

The Aquinas College Music Department is promoting their annual Spring Music Festival through the March of March. One of the main attractions, The New World Singers, will perform at 8:00 p.m., in Wege Center on the 21st. Admission is $1.25. A choral concert is scheduled for the 23rd, in which Bach’s Passion – Sister Aquin to St. Matthew will be sung by the
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Opinions That Breed Unrest

The other evening, in a conversation with a friend, I discovered that this was the first time I have ever been to a college. My friend had attended the same school for two consecutive years. I discovered further that I was beginning to feel the first pangs of worldwield — the urge to move. My comments were met with alarm and with this one word: "Why?" I was told to justify my own thinking by considering the present environment. The clash with the environment around one, the world, is a fact — the matter of the discussion is not alienated from the opinions of one's fellow students. It is not necessary to note first that a considerable number of students had mentioned that they had applied for transfer, and one could imagine that an equal number are seriously considering such a move. The most natural question is: "Why is this happening?" and, by answering this question as an objective manner as possible, we recounted various opinions that we had heard in the past two years. Of course, a great number of things could be expected, results of personal experience and of the environment. What benefit could one derive from pulling up ever-deepening roots to roots of the same tree, and yet continue to nourish them with knowledge? The soil is perhaps the only individuality that is nourished with the knowledge. The soil is nourished with the knowledge. The knowledge is nourished with the knowledge.

Within this structure is the individual student, a necessary but secondary influence on it. Above the structure is religion and the influence of the Church. A priori norms need not say anything to effect a certain defensive reaction on the part of the average student. This is the objective reality; the average student comprises the body of the school. The structure of the school tends to express their opinions on the premise that religion is out of place in a university. The structure of the school should be commercially and socially oriented. As self-appointed spokesman for the individual student, I must strive to be objective in my treatment of this issue. The student body is not necessarily those held by the Aquinas "The Chameleon of the Classroom"

"Student-teacher" has the very nature of the word two identities: that of a student and that of a teacher, which by itself is a contradiction. He is a teacher who teaches his students, and yet, the student, who learns from the teacher. For the teacher is God! And you, my friend?" And tell me, I am very much alive. Although the glory is gone. For I once was a King And I drew respect; I was a Brother, And you, my brother, Stabbed me in the open fields of Vietnam. Michael David Myers

The new Chairman of the Student Commission for the 1969-70 school year on March 14. (Story next issue).
Wandering through the Florence (white knit pullovers, and fine brandy ($.75) on a breakfast in bed), perhaps dining in the smartest addresses in all of Amsterdam (Hotel Ritz, I slept for free in the linear closet on the top floor) or cash in on the best food buy in all of Europe while in Florence? Via dei Leoni No.13, a platter of spaghetti, a bottle of wine and a basket of bread. In other words, there’s something for everyone, even on a student budget.

These are the expenses actually incurred last summer. Most of you however, will persist in thinking it’s impossible. That’s why if you ever get to Europe, you should aim for every penny you can prove subsistence is possible on five bills a day: I did the same. But after 7 weeks of scrounging, I had had it. I was going to spend no less than $5/day and I promptly booked passage on a 2.5 day cruise from Istanbul to Athens to spend the $45 I had saved to date.

Besides the invaluable opportunity of exploring the eyes of other nationals — 18 Iraqi students of the University who hooked up a collection for my round-trip fare to their capital city. Their capital because they felt very few Americans had any first hand knowledge of the Arab nations — Europe offers involvement in the unusual if not bizarre. In any such hierarchy, the evening I crawled into a ladies sleeping compartment, the lady who had been an Airline Captain for the American Airlines, the lady has smiled at me and the Lady has smiled is an长效机制... in communications .. .

The above is a copy of the carbon I tore off the American Express office in Paris. After a number of requests for my family, their efforts to reimburse me proved a little faulty, but surviving 11 days on $14 wasn’t bad at all, once you know the ropes.

**Senior Receives Music Contract**

Eric Murray, the Aquinas senior and history major, whose work now seems to be hotter than a bandit’s pistol...

For many serious fiction writers, breaking into the writing business is usually a long, painful process sometimes marked only by the parade of rejection slips marching gaily around his room. For a few, however, Luck acts the perfect Lady when she creates those rare, insurmountable opportunities known as the breaks of the month. Such was the case when the budding author needed them most in the naivety of his career. One of Eric’s best chance opportunities came when the Lady has smiled at an Aquinas junior and a current music director of the circle and civic theatres.

**How to Wrecognize a Wreal Wrangler.**

Most Wrangler jeans have the “W” stitched on in plain sight, but other kinds of Wranglers are a little more mendes: They’re made the same way — just as well, but the “W” is tucked away on a tag or label. You’ll find it’s worth looking for.

These sportback slacks, $7.00. And the jeans $5.50. Both permanently pressed and creased. All in carefree Fortrel polyester and cotton. Shirts from $4.00 up.

**Wrangler Jeans and Sportswear in Celanese Fortrel.**

**Meyer’s Thrifty Acres Grand Rapids**

**REPHONE CONVERSATION OF TODAY WITH DICK MARTIN DRAFT FOR DOLLARS 100 ON LLOYDS OF LONDON STOP GRAND RAPIDS GRAND RAPIDS **

**6 Weeks in Europe for $445**

**Room No. 322 C**

**415 West 59th Street**

**New York, New York 10019**

**Many have moved — but the Paulists stay on...**

The Paulists arrived on the West Side of New York City in 1888. In 1895 they moved into San Francisco’s Chinatown and into the fringes of Chinese community. They’re still there.

Time changes. Neighborhoods change. Sometimes they go away — but the Paulist mission of staying on keeps on. As long as there are people to be saved the Paulist will be there.

The Paulist may be in the same old place, but the Paulist constantly does new things. That’s one of the characteristics of the Paulist order: using their own resources, they find new ways to meet the needs of a changing world in the col­ 

Matters and his musicians, some of whom have played with Henry Mancini’s Band, record such songs in at least ten different ways, from Jazz to Blues, and send off the recordings to big record companies all over the world. If Mater’s contacts at places like RCA, Paramount and Columbia like the songs, they send them out for nationwide distribution, in which case Eric Murray might very well have a smash hit on his hands.

Although Eric is the first to admit he has only a foot in Success’s door, one can tell how wide that door might open for someone with his ambitions, luck and talent.
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IM's Near Championship

As the Aquinas intramural basketball season enters its final stages, the championships of both divisions seem to be virtually wrapped up. The Antlers and the 69's hold one game lead over the Jacques and the Ring. Tail-Housemen, with two games remaining, and the possibility of either divisional leader picking up a loss in quite close.

The real races are for the third positions in both circuits. The top three squads from both leagues are allowed to take part in the playoffs at the end of the season, so the competition will be especially fierce for these last two spots.

Fighting it out for third place in Division 1 are Andy's Gang and the Unknowns with two defeats apiece, they still are expected to play and the competition for the final playoff spot in Division 11 is even tighter. Three teams, the Sensations, the Guiding Light Mission, and Zeke and the Zigbots, are still in contention.

Each team has three losses and a coin flip would probably be the most reliable means of predicting a winner. The playoffs are supposed to take place on Saturday, March 22, but this date is subject to change at the discretion of Commissioner Chet Murawski.

They promise to be well played and exciting regardless of which teams participate. Good condition and endurance will be stressed in the tournament because it is double elimination, and the winner will have to play either five or six games. So, if your team has good basketball with a slight margin of depth, come to the intramural basketball playoffs and cheer a team to victory.

An Immodest Proposition

I recently attended the unceremoniation of one Bill Harris and his wife Joan Baitz at Park Church as a medium of the prohibition of military conscription of the younger generation. Harris' analysis of the situation reached the conclusion that the American citizens ought to support the opposition of conscription by the means of non-violent civil disobedience, because we owe allegiance to no one but ourselves, not even to the nation.

This astounding revelation was obviously reached after much meditation (about 10 minutes beforehand when Baitz sang and created such a stirring sensation and conviction that the audience gave him a standing ovation). The implementation of Harris' proposition, I trust, will see little operation or demonstration because the exhortation of his solution implies the destruction of the military conscription. Such a proposition is comparable to the swagging buccaneer's embattlement into a provocation after the incineration of his own operation to medicate.

Letter to the Editor

As a student interested in the all-around quality of Aquinas college, I am more than disappointed by the recent resignation of one of the staff of the Herald. His biting satire and incisive articles on different aspects on Aquinas life provided a different, if not fresh, view on Aquinas. No one can doubt his writing ability. Hence, he was not forced to resign for lack of ability, but instead, it would seem that he was forced to resign merely because he had a different opinion. What ever happened to freedom of the press? Is Aquinas so muddled down in tradition and conservatism that it can not tolerate the liberal opinions of one conscientious student? Aquinas could use so much of Joseph Greenleaf's integrity and editorial comment on the staff of one of its newspapers. He was a loss Aquinas could hardly afford at this moment.

A concerned student,

Jack Hebert

Editor's Note: No Comment.

Tommies in Review

Four 1968 Warner Bros. - Seven Arts films are Academy Award contenders for Oscars on April 14, 1969. Leading the group in (left to right) "Rachel, Rachel," followed by "Petulia," "Bullitt," and "The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter.

Dave Page and Pat Ryan were statistical leaders for the Aquinas basketball team this season according to figures released by Aquinas Sports Information Director Tim McGuire.

Page, a 6-5 senior forward from Jackson, Mich., used a tremendous late season scoring spurt which produced 131 points in four games to finish the season with 424 points and a 19.3 average for team honors. He also finished second on the team in rebounding with 8.4 grabs per game.

Pat Ryan won the opposite honors as he won the rebounding title with 398 caroms for a 17.1 average. He tied 372 points through the hoop for a 16.2 average and second place in scoring. The 6-4 junior forward from Chicago also led the team in assists.

Three Tommies finished the season with scoring averages in the 11 point bracket. Tom Van Pelt of, the junior sharpshooter who played much of the season as the sixth man and in the late stages started at a guard spot finished with an 11.4 points per game average, Bob Pratt, the junior transfer from Kellogg Community College rebounded from a mid-season ankle injury and finished with an 11.2 mark. Rounding out the double figure scorers for Coach Bill Braunbeck's squad was Mark Simon the 6-7 freshman who turned in a sparkling first year performance and gives Aquinas a bright future. He threw in points at an 11.1 clip and snared 7 rebounds per contest.

As a team Bravebeck's club averaged 87.3 points per outing and their opponents hit the scoreboard at a rate of 80.8 points per game. The Tommies, paced by Ryan, outrebounded their opponents 54.4 to 44.4 per game. Each team has three losses, and a spot in Division 11 is even more appealing because we owe allegiance to no one but ourselves, not even to the nation.